Abstract-We present a novel test scheduling algorithm for embedded core-based system-on-chips based on a graph-theoretic formulation. Given a system integrated with a set of cores and a set of test resources, we select a test for each core from a set of alternative test sets, and schedule it in a way to evenly balance the resource usage and to ultimately reduce the test application time. Improvements to the basic algorithm are sought by grouping the cores and assigning higher priorities to those with smaller number of alternate test sets. The algorithm is also extended for solving the general test scheduling problem where multiple test sets are selected for each core from a set of alternatives to facilitate the testing for various fault models. A simulation study is performed to quantify the performance of the proposed scheduling approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
YSTEM-LEVEL integration is evolving as a new style of system design, where an entire system is built on a single chip using pre-designed, pre-verified complex logic blocks called embedded cores. The system designers or integrators may use the cores which cover a wide range of functions, from CPU to SRAM to DSP to analog, and integrate them into a system-on--chip (SoC) with their own user-defined-logics (UDLs). The SoC technology has shown great advantages in shortening the time-to-market of a new system and meeting various requirements, such as performance, size, and cost of today's electronic products.
However, testing such core-based SoCs poses a major challenge for system integrators, as they may have limited knowledge of the cores due to intellectual property (IP) protection. On the other hand, various testing methods such as built-in self test (BIST), scan, functional, and IDDQ for many kinds of design environments are provided by different core vendors. Future SoCs will see several hundreds of embedded components in a single package [1] . As a result, it increases system complexity and test cost in terms of test application time. Therefore, SoC manufacturing test becomes a bottleneck in SoC design cycle.
The overall test time of a testing scheme is defined as the period from the start time of test activity to the end time when the last test task finishes. Note that, only when all test sets in parallel test queues finish their tasks, we say it is the end of the test. The test time may be reduced by using shorter test vectors or better scheduling schemes. Given a set of test sets and test resources, the goal of test scheduling is to schedule the tests in parallel so that those nonconflicting tests (which do not share the same test resource) can be executed concurrently, and, thus, to reduce the total test time for an SoC. In this paper, we formulate the test scheduling problem for embedded core-based SoCs as a shortest path problem. We first consider a system where one test set needs to be selected for each core from a group of alternative test sets using different test resources, and propose a novel test scheduling algorithm to reduce the overall testing time. Then, we extend the algorithm to support multiple test sets selection for each core. The basic idea is to effectively construct a shortest path going through each core exactly once, while simultaneously balancing the parallel resource usage. Our major technical contributions are as follows.
1) Formulation of test scheduling problem for SoCs as the single-pair shortest path problem by representing vertices as test sets, directed edges between vertices as a segment of a schedule sequence, and the edge weight as the test time of the test set at the end of the segment. Thereby, the problem of minimizing overall test time of a schedule becomes equivalent to the problem of finding a shortest path. 2) Handling constrained scheduling by parallel resource usage queues. Resource conflict is the most commonly addressed constraint during scheduling, which arises due to the same design for testability (DFT) hardware shared among several cores. In addition, certain fault coverage should be achieved when testing an SoC. One method or a combination of several methods may be needed to test a core in order to attain the required fault coverage. In this work, we define queues in parallel corresponding to resources, thus the test sets competing for the same resource will sequentially enter the resource usage queue. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the existing scheduling schemes and the motivation behind SoC modeling and scheduling. Section III describes a general SoC model, in which each core may have multiple test sets using different resources. In Section IV, we formulate the test scheduling problem as the shortest path problem and propose a novel scheduling scheme based on effective balancing of resource usage. Furthermore, we propose a grouping scheme and all-permutation scheduling to further reduce the overall test time. In Section V, we show the experiments based on randomly generated systems and compare the results with other scheduling approaches. Section VI extends the algorithm by selecting multiple test sets for each core. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and presents the future work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Related Work
A number of approaches have been proposed recently for test scheduling. Chakrabarty has shown in [2] that the test scheduling decision problem for SoCs is equivalent to processor open shop scheduling, which is known to be NP-complete. In this model, test resources (such as external test bus and BIST) corresponds to processors, while each test for a core using a resource is viewed as a task for a job running on a processor. The finish time of a schedule is the latest complete time of individual processor schedule. The mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) technique is used to minimize the finish time. However, the computation time of MILP grows exponentially with the number of cores and test resources, and makes this approach unscalable to large systems. Chou et al. [3] have analyzed the test scheduling problem with resource conflicts and power constraints using graph theory. Clique identification and covering table minimization technique are applied on the test compatibility graph (TCG). However, this work is limited to a theoretical analysis rather than proposing an algorithm to solve it. Huang et al. [4] have transformed the problem to bin-packing and adopted a heuristic Best-fit algorithm to map the pins of embedded cores to SoC I/O pins. Iyengar et al. have advanced the rectangle packing approach in [5] to design wrapper scan chains and configure test access mechanism (TAM) buses at the same time. However, these approaches mainly focus on test access architecture configuration and test compatibility is not effectively utilized. Larsson and Peng have proposed a test parallelization combining scheduling scheme to minimize test time under power limitation [6] . However, the problem is quite simplified by the assumption of linear dependence of test time and power on scan chain subdivision.
The readers may also refer to [7] - [12] for other scheduling algorithms.
B. Rationale
Most of the existing approaches assume that all of the given test sets have to be used in testing. Although test scheduling with multiple test sets has been introduced in [8] and an MILP model has been developed in [2] , their work focuses on selecting a test set for each core from a set of alternatives with a varying proportion of BIST and external test patterns, which is just a special case of the problem to be studied in this approach. We assume that a core may be provided with several test configurations, each corresponding to a test set, or a core may consist of several functional blocks or submodules, each of them requiring a different test method in order to meet the fault coverage requirement. For example, a core may be provided by core vendors with several precomputed test patterns to provide flexibility for different system needs. Moreover, as system integrators can purchase cores from various core vendors, multiple core vendors may provide cores with similar functionality but different test configuration. In this case, we may consider the test sets for a core with similar functionality as a group of candidates (i.e., alternate tests). The system integrators need to select one from each group for their system. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to address such an SoC testing problem. In this paper, we propose a scheduling algorithm for the case where only one from a group of test sets may be selected for each core to perform testing, and take into consideration the test conflicts and the fault coverage requirements. Our method subsumes the problem of constrained scheduling, where some tests may not be executed concurrently due to resource conflicts. In those existing approaches, for example, the MILP formulation, additional constraints have to be added to formulate the problem thus increasing complexity. However, we map the test resources into parallel queues, and the nodes competing for the same resource will sequentially enter the particular resource queue, thus no additional constraints are necessary. The goal behind our formulation is that we expect to minimize the overall testing time by shortening the usage time for any particular test resource. Thus, we view test resources as queues and the test to be scheduled as the job entering corresponding queue. The test scheduling problem is deduced to minimizing the longest queue length which represents the overall testing time. In order to solve this problem, we formulate it as a single-pair shortest path problem by representing vertices as test sets, directed edges between vertices as a segment of a schedule sequence, and the edge weight as the test time of the test set at the end of the segment. Thereby, the original problem becomes finding a shortest path from the source to the destination by going through each core exactly once.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. SoC Modeling
A general SoC model is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of digital cores ( , , and , for example), analog cores ( and ) and mixed-signal cores , as well as UDLs which can be treated as cores so as to unify the formulation. In order to facilitate test reuse, a test access architecture, which consists of test wrappers, test access mechanism (TAM) and test source and sink, is constructed for individual cores embedded in the SoC so that the tests can be applied and the responses can be observed at the chip level. The wrappers are logic structures that surround the cores to support both core isolation and test access to IP cores during test operation. The TAM works as "test data highway" which propagates test patterns from the test pattern source to the core-under-test (CUT) and test responses from the CUT to the test pattern sink, as well as the control signals to perform system chip test in a predetermined schedule. In addition, each core may include several functional modules, and each block may be tested by one or multiple test sets using one or multiple resources, thus to provide flexibility for test scheduling. As we can see, if analog, digital, and mixed-signal cores do not share resources (for example, the mixed-signal tests must be executed on a special mixed signal test bus like IEEE 1149.4 test bus), they can be separated and tested in parallel using the same scheduling technique, as shown in Fig. 2 .
B. System Definition and Assumptions
Before introducing the system definition, we list the assumptions made for this work.
1) It is assumed that an SoC is embedded with testable cores with test resources. A core may need to perform one test (or several tests) by using one resource (or several resources) to meet the required fault coverage. 2) Test resources are defined as test buses, BIST, or any specific set of circuit blocks for certain test configuration. For instance, the circuit blocks, i.e., the test control logic [test patten generator (TPG)], compressors/analyzers, and any intervening logic, needed to execute BIST test on core are grouped as test resource for . 3) A collision occurs when the tests sharing the same resource or the tests for the same core are performed in parallel. Therefore, a core can be tested by one test set by using certain resource at one time. A resource can be shared among several cores, but only one resource can be used by a given core at a given time. 4) Each test set includes a set of test vectors. Different test sets may have different test times by using different test resources. In other words, core vendors may have provided a set of alternative tests, and one test from each group needs to be performed to achieve the required fault coverage. Given the test times and the required fault coverage, the goal of the scheduling technique is to efficiently determine the start times of the test sets to minimize the total test application time.
Formally, we define the SoC model as , in which is a finite set of cores, is a finite set of resources, is the fault coverage required to test each core, and is a finite set of tests, which is shown as an matrix in Fig. 3 . Test set represents a test set for testing core by using resource , and has a test time of . The entries with indicate that such test sets are not available. 
IV. PROPOSED TEST SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
We introduce a new scheduling algorithm for SoC testing. The basic idea of the proposed approach is to map the test sets to a directed graph with weighted edges and apply the shortest path algorithm to obtain the best testing scheme.
A. Problem Definition
We consider a system discussed in Section III-B and assume that one core needs only one test set (selected from a number of candidates) to achieve the required fault coverage (however, this assumption will be nullified in the extended approach to be discussed in Section VI). According to the matrix shown in Fig. 3 , we can construct a graph with vertices, one for each entry in the matrix (see Fig. 4 ).
• If an entry is (which indicates that the test is not available), it is mapped to a dummy vertex (see the shaded circles in Fig. 4 ).
• A vertex ( representing the core index and representing the resource index) is connected to all vertices (except the dummy ones) in the next column (i.e., , 1 ) with directed weighted edges. Definition 1: The weight of an edge connecting vertices and is defined as a vector, 0 0 (only the th entry, corresponding to resource , has a value of the test time for , while other entries are zeros). The major motivation behind using the weight assignment is to allow the shortest path algorithm to consider, and moreover, balance the usage of test resources.
• In addition, two special nodes, the source and the destination are added. Node connects the vertices with the weight of 0 0 . The vertices connect to node with a weight of (0, 0, ,0). Definition 2: For a path from a vertex to including the vertices ( can be any value between 1 to ), the length of the path is denoted by the distance vector , where is the sum of the test time shown in the th entry of the weights of all edges along the path . In addition, the predecessor of on the path to is recorded in . We define queues in parallel corresponding to resources that may be used at the same time independently [13] (see Fig. 5 ). The length of the queue denotes the total testing time of all test sets using the resource. For example, as we can see from Fig. 4 , the nodes on the first row enter resource queue depending on whether the path is going through them, and their weights contribute to of . Since the longest queue length dominates the overall test time of a schedule, the absolute value of the path distance is defined as . Accordingly, the test scheduling problem can be converted to the problem of finding a shortest path from to . More specifically, the SoC test scheduling problem can be formulated as follows. : Given an SoC represented by an matrix, construct a weighted, directed graph (where includes vertices), with -tuple weight function 0 0 for some edges. The length of a path is the sum of the weights on corresponding resource tuples of its constituent edges. We define the shortest-path weight from source to destination by if exists path otherwise (1) The objective is to find a path from source to destination such that .
B. Schedule With Modified Single-Pair Shortest-Path (SPSP) Algorithm
Dijkstra's algorithm [14] is a well-known approach to solve the single-source shortest path problem when all edges have nonnegative weights. A variation of this algorithm can be used to find the shortest path from to of the graph shown in Fig. 4 . More specifically, each vertex maintains a -tuple vector as the distance to the source , , and to record its predecessor on the shortest path to . Each vertex may be in one of the following three states. 1) State 1: Not updated. The distance vector is . 2) State 2: Updated. The distance vector has been updated at least once. 3) State 3: Finalized. The distance vector is the shortest distance to , and it will not be updated in the future. Initially, is finalized (i.e., in state 3), with the distance vector 0 0 0 , and all other vertices are not updated (i.e., in State 1), with the distance vector . will update the distance vectors of all its neighbors ( , 1 , in Fig. 4 ). More specifically, , , and the states of these vertices will be changed to State 2. Then, one of the vertices in State 2 with the smallest will be selected and finalized. Again, it will update the distance vector of all of its neighbors. In general, when a vertex (with the . This algorithm will continue until the vertex is finalized. The pseudocode is provided in Appendix. It can be shown that, the worst-case time complexity of the initialization step is and the computation is dominated by priority queue operation , where is the number of vertices and is the number of directed edges in graph . Therefore, the worst case time complexity of this algorithm is , where is the number of resources and is the number of cores in the system, respectively. Fig. 6 shows an example of applying the algorithm for a corebased system with seven cores and four resources (as shown in Table I ). We first construct a graph [see Fig. 6 (a)] as described in Section IV-A, then we apply the modified SPSP algorithm to find the shortest path from to [see Fig. 6(b) ]. As we can see from Fig. 6(b) , a shortest path from to includes tests , ,
, within which , , and are the tests sequentially entering resource queue , , and sequentially enter resource queue , and and are the only test sets using resource and , respectively. The test sets in different resource queues can be applied concurrently. The distance vector of , (12, 7, 14, 6) , represents the total test time on the corresponding resource queue. As we can see, queue is the longest resource queue which results in an overall test time of 14. We convert the shortest path from to into a way of resource usage of the cores as shown in Fig. 7(a) . As a matter of fact, the shortest path from to is constructed by balancing the resource queue lengths. In addition, as we have noticed, one of the advantages of the proposed approach is that there is no idle time between successive tests (namely, explicit dead time) in any of the queues.
Proposition 1: A shortest path from source to destination is constructed in a way that balances the resource usage queues.
Proof: As shown in Fig. 5 , we have defined queues in parallel corresponding to resources. Meanwhile, the graph on which the modified shortest path algorithm is applied is constructed in a way that the rows are corresponding to the resource usage queues while the columns are corresponding to the cores in the SoC. In other words, the vertices in column represent all the tests for core and the vertices in row are the candidate tests entering resource queue . As we have discussed earlier, each vertex maintains a -tuple vector as the distance to source , . Each vertex in the graph is updated when a shorter longest queue length can be reached when going through vertex , i.e., . Vertex is finalized when its longest queue length is the smallest among updated vertices. That means, a shortest path is constructed from to . Thus, the shortest path from to is constructed by balancing the resource queues to minimize the length of the longest queue which dominates the total test time.
Proposition 2: There is no "explicit dead time" in this resource balancing approach.
Proof: Explicit dead time arises due to resource conflicts. There are two types of resource conflicts defined in our system. 1) Several tests compete to use the same resource. 2) Different tests for the same core are executed at the same time. Conflict of the first kind is totally overcome by the resource balancing approach, since the tests competing for a resource sequentially enter the resource queue. Although for each core a set of tests is provided, only one of them will be executed to test the core. So the conflict of the second kind is eliminated. 
C. Grouping Scheme
As there is no explicit dead time in resource balancing, our purpose is to effectively reduce the implicit dead time (i.e., the idle time appearing at the beginning or the end of a schedule) at the end of the resource queues (obviously, no implicit dead time appears at the beginning in this approach). Because the shortest path from to is set up by going through certain test set of each core from left to right, different ordering of ready-toschedule cores (i.e., the cores before entering the resource queues) results in different schedule of tests and accordingly the total test time.
We group the cores based on the number of available tests they have, such that in a group , all cores have alternate test sets. This is a one-time effort. For example, the right most column of Table I shows the value of each core. The cores in the group with smaller value will be scheduled earlier, because these tests have to be put into certain queues (i.e., the corresponding cores have to be tested by using certain resources). Then, we schedule the test sets in the group with larger value to balance the lengths of the resource queues, and accordingly shorten the longest queue length. Balancing queue length ultimately results in shorter overall test time. Fig. 8 illustrates the execution of the algorithm with grouping for the given example. Core , , , and have two alternate test sets and are scheduled first. With the value of 3, and are the cores to be scheduled next, and finally with of 4 is scheduled. After the graph is constructed, the shortest path algorithm described in the previous subsection can be employed here to find the shortest path. Fig. 7(b) shows the resource usage of the final schedule. Compared to the case without grouping, the total test time is reduced by 30% by using the grouping scheme. As we can see, grouping the cores properly before scheduling can reduce the total testing time and achieve better balancing of resource usage, while the worst case time complexity remains the same.
D. All Permutation Scheduling
As we have discussed above, different ordering of the cores will affect the performance of the schedule significantly. To perform test scheduling on a system embedded with cores, there are ways for the ordering of the cores. Thus, the optimal schedule can be determined after running times of the SPSP algorithm on all different ordering of cores. Clearly, the computation is quite excessive [the worst case time complexity is ]. One way to reduce computational complexity while eliminating the effect on core ordering is to construct a single graph with all possible permutations of the cores and running the SPSP algorithm once. We call this kind of scheduling as all-permutation (AP) scheduling. In this model, the graph is constructed with the size of . We list all the tests (including the dummy nodes) for the cores in one column and copy by times, thus there are possible ways for the ordering of these cores. Note that, when we connect a vertex in column 1 1 to a vertex in column 1 , they should not belong to the same core. We use a simple example for illustration, which includes three cores and four resources as shown in Table II . We first construct the graph as shown in Fig. 9 . In this way, we consider all 3 6 permutations of the three cores in one graph: 1) , , ; 2) , , ; 3) , , ; 4) , , ; 5) , , ; 6) , , . With the graph ready, the shortest path algorithm discussed in Section IV-B can be employed on this graph with a minor modification that a vertex cannot update those neighbors in the next column if the cores they belong to have already been included in the shortest path of to . Therefore, for each vertex we maintain a record that traces the cores which consist of the shortest path from to . Note that the all-permutation scheduling does not result in an optimal schedule, because when we construct the shortest paths for the vertices to , some among the permutations will not be taken into consideration anymore since those finalized vertices will not contribute to the shortest path from to .
We apply the AP scheduling on the same example used by the schedules with grouping (WG) and without grouping (WOG), the schedule result is shown in Fig. 7(c) . (We do not show the graph of all-permutation scheduling due to its complexity.) When we compare the results of the three approaches, an interesting observation is that although AP approach considers all possible permutations of the cores at one time, it does not result in a better performance than WG approach. It is because balancing the resource usage queues at the earlier stage does not guarantee the final result to be well balanced. For example, Fig. 10 shows the shortest paths constructed by WG and AP approaches on the example system. Although, AP results in more balanced queues from stage 2 to 6 (for instance, when in stage 2, the longest queue length in AP is 2 while in WG 9), it leads to a longer longest queue length (11) than that in WG (9). As we can see, till the last stage, WG balances the queues by inserting tests into other queues than the longest queue. While in AP, it balances the resource queues well at the beginning (until stage 6, the longest queue length in AP is 7), but in the final stage, it cannot result in more balanced queues rather than increasing the length of the queue of (which results in the longest queue length finally). In addition, all-permutation scheduling results in much higher complexity, .
V. SIMULATION STUDY
We evaluate the proposed scheduling algorithms by implementing them in C and running simulations on Sun Enterprise 450 Workstation with four 450-Hz UltraSPARC-II CPUs. We define the balance ratio as as given below where is the total test time of a schedule without grouping while can be either or , i.e., the total test time of a schedule with grouping or all-permutation scheduling. In simulation scenario one, we assume that there are five resources in the system and each core may be provided with one to three test sets using corresponding resources to meet the fault coverage requirement. In scenario two, we study the effect of the number of cores on the test time and the maximum number of resources (MaxNumRes) provided for each core on the test time. We first assume that the total number of resources in the system is 6. Fig. 11(a) shows the values with number of cores ranging from 10 to 100 and maximum number of resources ranging from 2 to 6. As we can see, with the same maximum number of resources, increases when the number of cores increases. After it reaches a peak, it drops slowly when the number of cores increases further. For example, when MaxNumRes is set at 5, increase from 10% when NumCore is 10. It reaches a peak of 11.49% when NumCore is 30. Then it drops slowly; decreases to 8.14% with NumCore 100. This is reasonable because, when there are small number of cores, the total number of tests is also small and we could not balance the resource queues more evenly due to less flexibility. As the number of cores increases, the flexibility increases, and, accordingly, increases. On the other hand, when there are a large number of tests, the benefit of grouping will be dominated by the randomness, which in turn results in the dropping of the curve.
Moreover, we choose the number of cores to be 25 (for example), and change the total number of resources in the system from 3 to 6. Fig. 11(b) shows with various maximum number of resources for each core. As we can see, with the same total number of resources, increases with the maximum number of resources for each core, while with the same maximum number of resources for each core, increases when the total number of resources increases. This is again due to the change in flexibility of choosing test resources as discussed above.
Based on our simulation, we have the following result. Proposition 3: Grouping always helps balance the resource usage queue lengths fast and efficient.
VI. FAULT-MODEL ORIENTED MULTIPLE TEST SETS SCHEDULING
In the previous section, we assumed that one core needs only one test set. However, it is possible that a core may need multiple (say ) test sets to achieve a certain fault coverage. For example, in an embedded core-based SoC, several test methods are used to test the embedded memory. As we know, in addition to stuck-at, bridge, and open faults, memory faults include bitpattern, transition, and cell-coupling faults. Parametric, timing faults, and, sometimes, transistor stuck-on/off faults, address decoder faults, and sense-amp faults are also considered. [15] lists various test methods for embedded memory, i.e., direct access, local boundary scan or wrapper, BIST, ASIC functional test, through on-chip microprocessor, etc. Different test methods may require different test resources, use different test times, and provide different fault coverage. In this case, we can simply make virtual cores and convert the 1-mapping to a 1-1 mapping. The only difference between this and the single test selection we discussed earlier is that, when choosing the shortest queue, one has to check if the selected test set conflicts with others which are for the same core and overlap the running time. Fig. 12 shows an example system, in which the tests are to be performed using the corresponding resources, for instance, test to be applied using resource , test using resource , etc. For each fault model, we need to select one test method by applying certain test from the candidates. Fig. 13 illustrates the multiple test sets scheduling for the system, which can be performed in two steps.
First, we create virtual cores for each core corresponding to fault models. For example, in Fig. 12 , two virtual cores, Core 0_0 and Core 0_1 are generated for Core according to the two fault models and , respectively. For each fault model, a group of test sets with various test times are provided for the required fault coverage. This means, each virtual core has a group of test sets available and we select one of them to perform testing. For instance, in order to cover fault , we need to select one test set from the alternate test sets, , , and . Thus we map the multiple tests selection model to the single test selection case. We select the tests in a way that we balance the queues in order to avoid the situation where all the test sets will only use some of the resources and thus result in long length in these queues. In the second step, we need to reschedule the tests for the same core which overlap the running time. The shortest-task-first procedure is adopted here for rescheduling [16] . The worst case complexity is , where is the number of virtual cores.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Optimal test scheduling for embedded core-based problem is a NP-hard problem. In this paper, we have formulated the SoC test scheduling to the single-pair shortest path problem, and presented efficient test scheduling heuristic algorithms for embedded core-based SoCs. With the flexibility of selecting a test set from a set of alternatives, we have proposed to schedule the tests for a given system in a way that balances the resource usage queues as evenly as possible, thus reducing the overall test time. Moreover, we have presented a grouping scheme and all permutation scheduling to optimize the schedule and evaluated the proposed approaches via simulation. Our simulation results have shown that there is no explicit dead time in our approach and we can further reduce the implicit dead time by proper grouping. We have also extended the algorithm to allow multiple test sets selection from a set of fault model based alternatives. We expect that the proposed approach can be properly extended for testing the mixed-signal SoCs as well. In our future work, we will discuss the modeling of mixed-signal SoCs for testability analysis, scheduling and diagnosis, and present efficient test scheduling algorithms to minimize the test cost. 
